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Title: Re: Evaluation of the Report and Inventory Submitted by Executive Judge Rogelio C.
Gonzales, RTC, Guagua, Pampanga, on Annulment of Marriage Cases in Branches 49, 50,
51, 52, and 53 of the Guagua Regional Trial Court

Facts:
Assistant Provincial Prosecutor Vivian T. Dabu, upon her assignment to the Regional Trial
Court (RTC) in Guagua, Pampanga, noticed inconsistencies in the handling of annulment
cases in Branches 51 and 52, where Judge Eduardo Roden E. Kapunan served. Dabu’s
investigation revealed falsification in court records, indicating prosecutor appearances in
hearings when they were either on leave or reassigned. A separate case stemmed from a
media report on improper case disposals involving court personnel and a lawyer, prompting
Chief  Justice  Hilario  G.  Davide,  Jr.  to  instruct  an  inventory  of  annulment  cases,  later
consolidated  with  Dabu’s  complaint.  Investigations  uncovered  numerous  instances  of
falsified court documents, including fabricated prosecutor statements, unauthorized case
decisions, and manipulated case “processing” by court staff, leading to charges against
Judge Kapunan and other court employees.

Issues:
1. Whether the respondents engaged in falsifying official documents and records.
2. Whether the actions of the respondents constitute dishonesty.
3. The appropriateness of administrative sanctions against the respondents considering the
substantiated allegations.

Court’s Decision:
The Supreme Court found Respondents Ma. Theresa Cortez and Leila O. Galo guilty of
falsification and dishonesty, ordering their dismissal from service with forfeiture of benefits
except  accrued  leave  credits,  and  barring  reemployment  in  government  and  related
institutions. Judge Kapunan’s case was dismissed due to his death, rendering administrative
complaints against him moot. Suzette O. Tiongco was exonerated due to lack of evidence.
The Court emphasized the gravitas of honesty and integrity required in judiciary roles,
denoting falsification of court documents as a grave offense warranting severe penalties.

Doctrine:
The  decision  reiterates  the  principle  that  court  employees  must  exhibit  the  highest
standards of  integrity  and honesty,  reflecting the judiciary’s  role in dispensing justice.
Falsification of public documents by judicial  officers is  not only a grave administrative
offense resulting in dismissal but is also punishable under criminal statutes. Moreover, the
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administrative complaints against deceased officers become moot and academic.

Class Notes:
– **Falsification of Public Documents**: A grave offense under administrative and criminal
laws requiring proof of authenticity disavowal.
– **Administrative Sanctions**: Defined under the Administrative Code of 1987, include
dismissal for first offenses of falsification and dishonesty.
– **Administrative Competence in Judiciary**: Emphasizes responsibility and professional
conduct among judiciary employees, underscoring the impact of their conduct on public
trust and confidence.
– **Moot and Academic Principle in Administrative Cases**: Administrative charges against
a deceased individual cannot proceed and are thus dismissed.
– **Evidence Requirement in Forgery Allegations**: The burden of proof lies on the party
alleging forgery, demanding clear, convincing evidence.

Historical Background:
This case exemplifies systemic issues within the judicial processes concerning the handling
of annulment cases in the Philippines, highlighting the importance of integrity and vigilance
within  court  operations.  The  consolidation  of  complaints  and  subsequent  investigation
underlines  the  Supreme  Court’s  commitment  to  upholding  judicial  integrity  and  the
mechanisms in place for accountability within the Philippine legal system.


